
Stop the Utility Bailout is a coalition of homeowners’ insurance companies who are committed to upholding liability laws that protect wildfire survivors, homeowners, communities 
and businesses and holding utilities accountable for the fires they cause.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT...

California wildfire survivors fear officials will shift utilities’ financial liability to them

California residents who live in regions hardest hit by the state’s 2017 wildfires are growing 
concerned that Gov. Jerry Brown and state lawmakers are caving in to pressure from electric 
utilities that are lobbying to get the state to change its liability laws.

Residents fear electric utilities, whose equipment and infrastructure caused many of the fires 
last year, will get a free pass on paying for the wildfire damage. On Tuesday, Brown released 
a proposal that would ease the potential wildfire-related financial burdens on the state’s 
investor-owned electric utilities by making customers, instead of 
the company’s investors, pay for a large portion of the costs.

In a Wednesday conference call organized by a group called Stop 
the Utility Bailout, local leaders criticized efforts to try to protect 
Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) and other utilities from liability for 
the wildfires.

“PG&E has a long history of causing wildfires, creating explosions 
and poisoning communities,” Noreen Evans, a former state 
senator from Northern California, said on the conference call. 
“PG&E was on criminal probation at the time of the wildfires. I 
can’t believe that the governor’s plan is to let PG&E off the hook 
and make ratepayers liable for the wildfires.” Evans was in the 
state Legislature from 2004 to 2014.

Under current California law, shareholders, and owners of the 
electric utilities are responsible for paying the cost of damage resulting from wildfires caused 
by their electric power lines or equipment.

Patrick McCallum, president of a lobbying firm in Sacramento, California that is representing 
a coalition of wine country fire victims called Up From the Ashes, criticized the governor’s 
proposed legislation a “non-starter.”

“It sacrifices the rights of property owners to protect the utilities… from any responsibility for 
future damages,” McCallum said on the conference call. “And it does not adequately create a 
prevention standard so these horrible disasters that we faced don’t happen again.”
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